
THE SCIENCE OF HIRING - HOW TO SOURCE, SCREEN, AND 
SELECT EMPLOYEES EFFECTIVELY 

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Why are Hiring Decisions Important?

1. "Hire right, because the penalties of hiring wrong are huge."- Ray Dalio, author and investor.

2. Hiring the wrong candidate is expensive and can cost your company money, time, and effort.

a. Each employee departure costs about one-third of that worker's annual earnings,

including expenses such as recruiter fees, temporary replacement workers, and lost

productivity.1 

i. Industry figures tend to show cost of poor hires to be much higher.

Recruitment fees alone tend to be 25-35% annual compensation alone.2 

b. Employee Morale/Disengagement/Productivity - Co-workers are typically excited to

have open positions filled and look forward to added competence and help with

workload. When a new hire doesn't acclimate and begin contributing soon after hire,

co-workers begin questioning the leadership and becoming frustrated. This leads to a

decrease in their morale and engagement, which in turn results in decreased

productivity. This, added to the lack of performance and productivity of the new hire,

can have a profound negative impact on the business.

c. Brand/Recruitment- It doesn't take too many poor hires before word gets out and the

company can suffer a decrease in ability to attract good talent. In addition, poor hires

in critical roles can result in poor or lack of performance which can also impact a

company's brand and overall business.

d. Salary - The salary paid to the employee should take into account the market,

competitive rates, and also internal disparities among employees of similar positions

and experience.

e. Severance - Depending on the level of the role of the hire, an employee may negotiate

a severance package as part of an employment agreement.

1 https://www.shrm.org/hr-today /news/a II-th i ngs-work/pages/to-have-and-to-hold.aspx 

2 https://bu ilti n.com/recru iti ng/cost-of-turnover 
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